


PROJECT DATA 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 

Project Name Artspace Buffalo Lofts Location 1219 Main Street Buffalo, NY 14209 

Owner Artspace Projects, Inc. 

Project Use(sl Artspace Buffalo Lofts is a 60-unit affordable live/work project for artists and their families. 

Project Size 118,000 square feet Total Development Cost $18 million 

Annual Operating Budget (if appropriate) $475,000 

Date Initiated May 2004 Percent Completed by December 1, 2008 100% 

Project Completion Date Of appropriate) December 2007 

Attach, if you wish, a list of relevant project dates 

Application submitted by: 

Name Shannon Joern Title Resource Development Manager 

Or anization Artspace Projects, Inc. 

Address 250 Third Avenue N., Ste. 500 City/State/Zip Minneapolis, MN 55401 

Telephone ( ) 612-465-0245 Fax ( ) 612-333-9089 

E-mail shannon@artspaceusa.org Weekend Contact Number (for notification): 612-465-0245 

Key Participants (Attach an additional sheet if needed) 

Organization Key Participant Telephone/e-mail 

Public Agencies New York Senate Hillary Rodham Clinton 202-224-4451/sheila_menz®clinton.senate.gov 

Architect/Designer Hamilton Houston Lownie Architects, Christopher Guerra, 716-885-0743/cguerra®hhlarchitects.com 

Developer Artspace Projects Will Law, COO 612-465-0202/will®artspaceusa.org 

Professional Consultant Cannon Heyman & Weiss Steven Weiss 716-856-1700 ext.308/chwattys.com 

Community Group City of Buffalo Eva Hassett 716-668-7 460/eva®evahassett.com 

Other Belmont Shelter Corp. Elizabeth Huckabone 716-884-7791 /ehuckabone@belmontshelter.org 

Please indicate how you learned of the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. (Check all that apply). 
X Direct Mailing _Magazine Advertisement Previous RBA entrant _Other (please specify) 

Professional Newsletter _ Previous Selection Committee member 
Organization _Magazine Calendar Online Notice 

Bruner/loeb Forum 
The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by others, and to 
post on the Bruner Foundation web sites, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to 
submit th~l!~ation and all attach'd ~~ri.als ~n~ant these rights and permissions. 
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ABSTRACT 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 

Pro·ect Name Artspace Buffalo Lofts 

Address 1219 Main Street Citv/State/ZIP Buffalo, New York 14209 

1. Give a brief overview of the project, including major project goals. 

In May 2004, at the invitation of the City of Buffalo's Office of Strategic Planning, Artspace conducted a feasibility study 
for the creation of a live/work project near downtown Buffalo. Several months later, Artspace and the City of Buffalo 
signed a development agreement. Soon after, the 1.9-acre Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company Building site was selected 
and purchased. Artspace hired Buffalo architect firm Hamilton Houston Lownie (HHL) and construction firm Savarino 
Companies. 

Like most Artspace developments, the project was a unique public/private partnership, with tremendous support from 
the Buffalo community. The $16 million project was financed by a number of sources, including both federal and state 
Low Income Housing Tax Credits, Historic Tax Credits, the City's HOME and CDBG funds, a first mortgage, and 
philanthropic sources. 

Artspace Buffalo Lofts opened in 2007. Artspace successfully renovated the historic automobile factory on Buffalo's 
Main Street into a 36-unit affordable live/work project; an additional 24 units in six new four-plexes were built on vacant 
land behind the property. Today all 60 residential units are fully leased by artists and their families. The affordable live/ 
work unit rental rates are set at 30% - 90% Area Median Income levels. 

The City of Buffalo engaged Artspace to develop the project to meet goals to create needed affordable housing, 
provide permanent infrastructure for the community's vibrant and emerging arts scene, and to use the arts to stimulate 
economic and community development along th.e East Main Street corridor, in the Midtown neighborhood. 

2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence? (You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the 
urban environment; innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban 
issues; design quality.) 

The Artspace Buffalo Lofts project is a unique example of how the arts can be a catalyst for cross-cultural dialogue and 
broad community building. There is a history of divisive, racial politics in Buffalo. The Artspace Buffalo project site at 
1219 Main Street was deliberately selected for its potential to bridge a predominantly white middle class neighborhood 
west of Main Street, and an African American, low income neighborhood directly east. From the beginning, community 
leaders from these different neighborhoods viewed the project as a way to bridge socioeconomic differences. As a 
result, Artspace Buffalo has been a vehicle for dialogue, has helped establish new levels of trust, and brought 
previously divided leaders to the table and encouraged cross-cultural development in other community-building and 
political circles. For example, the area's block club has become more racially diverse than ever before since the project 
was completed. Artspace selected Belmont Shelter Corporation as development partner because of the organization's 
commitment to poverty and social justice issues. The diverse racial mix of the artist residents directly reflects the cross
cultural goals of the project. 

The project design involved new construction along with renovation of the Buffalo Electric Vehicle Building. Designed 
with artists in mind, the units feature high ceilings, lots of natural light, and flexible floor plans to give artists room to live 
and work. Artspace's intention was to design the project in such a way that it would be a welcoming and open space 
between the two different neighborhoods to the west and east. The renovation of the historic building fits with the 
industrial identity of the western area and the six fourplexes in back were designed to fit in with the residential area to 
the east. The project was designed to direct foot traffic through the front entrance, into the common gallery space, 
through the back of the building into a courtyard where the six new buildings sit and where a community garden will be 
established next summer. 



PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Please answer questions in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms if needed. If possible, 
answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, 
each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided 
on the original form. 

1. Describe the underlying values and goals of the project. What, if any, signifcant trade-offs were required to implement the project? 

The underlying values of the project were to involve key community stakeholders throughout the development 
process, build private and public support, and preserve affordability for the project long-term. Underlying goals 
included the creation and preservation of permanent, affordable space for the arts, economic and community 
development along the Main Street corridor, cross-cultural diversity, and renovation of an historically significant Buffalo 
building. 

There were some environmental challenges with the project site. Once construction was underway, the new fourplexes 
were delayed by our discovery of two additional underground fuel tanks that did not appear on any site map. It took 
about a month to remove the tanks and the contaminated soil around them. While the City of Buffalo helped fund the 
removal of the tanks, the project's delay cost Artspace time and money. Despite this challenge Artspace was 
determined and committed to the site for its socioeconomic significance, situated between two racially divided 
neighborhoods. 

Working in Buffalo, the second poorest city in the United States, was a financial risk. Artspace knew it would be difficult 
to identify project support in an environment with such need and competition over scarce resources. But the need to 
serve an emerging, vibrant arts community and the socioeconomic significance of the project were extremely 
compelling and directly related to the Artspace mission. We deliberately chose to work in Buffalo, instead of more 
wealthy communities, to serve these arts and community development goals. 

2. How has the project impacted the local community? 

Artspace Buffalo Lofts has provided centralized, permanent, infrastructure for the emerging, vibrant Buffalo arts 
community. The artist residents have enthusiastically collaborated on numerous art events and exhibits and thousands 
of visitors have already been through the project. Three major arts nonprofit organizations have come together under a 
new consortium, The Art of Collaboration, to rent the commercial space on the ground floor of the project, effectively 
making the Artspace Buffalo Lofts a thriving arts center for the whole community. The project has energized the arts 
community and numerous collaborations are occurring across the city between arts organizations, schools, and 
neighborhood groups. 

Additionally, the project has stimulated real estate development in the area including affordable housing and increased 
property values. In general, the Midtown neighborhood, long perceived as run-down and neglected, is experiencing a 
rebirth. The combination of the arts along with the diverse, racially-mixed neighborhood, has attracted many 
community members who previously would not have come to the area. The project has put Buffalo "on the map" in a 
new way and the resulting positive outcomes are visible and growing. 



PROJECT DESCRIPTION <coNro) 

3. Describe the key elements of the development process, including community participation where appropriate. 

Community leaders from across the city, particularly the neighborhoods to the west and east of the project site, were at 
the table and in agreement that the project would serve an important community need to serve the arts and bridge the 
racially divided neighborhoods in the Midtown area. Artists assisted with a local market survey and continued to 
contribute by showing support at community meetings and by participating in the artist selection process. Local 
development partner, Belmont Shelter Corporation, was involved throughout the entire project. Today Belmont serves 
as the local property manager for the project. 

Once Artspace had site control of the Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company Building property we began assembling the 
financial sources and designing the plans for the renovation and the new fourplexes. Once construction was complete 
the project went through a public approval process, including permit approval and neighborhood review. Lastly, 
marketing and leasing of the building occurred. Artspace serves as the managing partner of the property. 

4. Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sources and square foot costs where applicable. 

Artspace used an innovative finance strategy, securing both private and public funds that targeted a variety of 
objective areas including: arts, affordable housing, economic/community development, and historic preservation. 
Funding sources included: 

First mortgage, $575,000 
NY State Housing Trust Fund, $1,800,000 
City of Buffalo HOME funds, $1,600,000 
Federal Low Income Housing Tax Credits, $7,337,480 
State How Income Housing Tax Credits, $2,633,950 
Federal Historic Tax Credits, $1,776,527 
Philanthropic funds, $1,060,705 
Federal EDI Grant (Senator Clinton), $250,000 
Deferred Developer Fee, $972,729 

Completed hard construction costs were approximately $110 per square-foot. The total development costs were 
approximately $150 per square-foot. 

5. Is the project unique ancVor does it address significant urban issues? Is the model adaptable to other urban settings? 

The Artspace Buffalo Lofts project addresses several vital urban issues including: the creation of permanent, 
affordable space for the arts, affordable housing for artists, economic and community development, historic 
preservation, and using the arts to promote dialogue and bridge socioeconomic differences. The project is very unique 
in terms of addressing a dynamic set of urban objectives. 

The project model is very adaptable; Artspace has developed similar projects in a number of other cities ranging from 
large urban centers such as Chicago, Houston, and Seattle to small suburbs such as Mount Rainier, Maryland, and 
rural towns such as Brainerd, Minnesota. 



COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE 

Please answer que~llons in space provided. Applicants should feel free to use photocopies of the application forms 1f needed. If possible . 
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Th 1 ~ sheet ~~to be filled out bv someone who was involved, or represenb an organization that \vas mvolved, in helping the project re~pond 
to neighborhood b;ue;. 

Name Eva M. Hassett Title New Business Development 

Orgalllzat ion Clover Management Telephone ( 716 ) 440 2103 

Addres~ 348 Harris Hill Rd City/State/ZIP Amherst NY 14221 

fax ( 716 ) 716 668 7460 E-mail eva@evahassett.com 

The unders1gned grants the Bruner Foundation permi~sion to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or u;e by others, for 
.my purpo~e \vhat;oc,t!r, the materi;~b ;ubmitted. The ;~pphcant warrOJnt; that th~ applicant has full power and authcuity to ~uhmtt the 
applicat ion~ all attc~ched materials and to grant se rights and permissions 

Si nature \V 
I . How did you, or the organization you represent, become involved in thi; prOJe<.l? What role did you play? 

I was Chief of Staff to Buffalo Mayor Anthony M. Masiello during the pre-development and early stages of constructron 
of Artspace Buffalo. After I left City Hall 12/31 /2005, I worked for Savarino companies, the construction manager for 
the project. I became involved initially when we (the City) decided to pursue Artspace for a project in Buffalo. I served 
as their primary contact in City Hall, interfacing between Artspace and various branches of government; I helped with 
the local fundraising for the project; I helped with marketing and PR and all local relationships (busrness, creative, 
pol itical) . After I left City government, I continued to be a substantia l volunteer through the completion and rent-up 
phases. I continue to be as helpful as possible and am now working[to lease up the non-residential space in the 
burlding. 6.l t-- I)Vl\. "\Yl~ 

2. From the commun1ty's pomt of view, what were the major 1ssues concernmg th1s project? 

The community saw the Artspace project as achieving several extremely important goals: first, supporting our creative 
population, especially individual artists; second, e levating the role of Buffalo's creative class in our overall economic 
development strategy; third , reusrng a previously vacant building, the former Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company; and 
last- and very important- providing a catalyst to an area of the city that had not yet seen investment and 
improvement. Artspace chose a location on Main Street- the historic psychological line between the "good" and "bad" 
sides of town - and used its energy and positive presence to erase and create a bridge over that line. The effect 
overall for the City, and specifically for that neighborhood, 1s stunning. Also, to have the recognized national expert in 
artist:; live-work housing choose to build in Buffalo was a major accomplishment for the City. 

There were no negative issues. The project enjoyed near unanimous support in every way - politically, 
community-wise, among artists and arts organizations. The 500+ person wait list is measure enough. 

3. Whr~t trade-off~ and c.omprurni>es were required during the development of the project? How d1d your organization partiCipate 1n 
making them? 

As this was the first Artspace project in New York State, there were mstitutionallearning curves in many places that 
took work to overcome. State agencies such as DHCR and SHPO needed to understand the product and the benefits 
it brought. The City (I write mainly from that perspective) worked to help find solutions and advance learning . In the 
end, all agencies involved became supporters for the project and are proud of the outcome. 

The major portion of the project financing came from low income housing tax credits, which are applied for on a 
competitive basis and allocated by the state; as such, the City's strong support for the project was critical. In fact, the 
Mayor needed to write the Governor to say that Artspace was the #1 priority for Buffalo that year. We did that, to the 
slight chagrin of other developers applying for credits for Buffalo projects that year. But we felt strongly. And it has all 
worked out fine. 



COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE PERSPECTIVE ;coNrol 

4. Has this project made the community a better place to live or work? If so, how? 

Unquestionably yes. Artspace has changed the entire "Midtown" neighborhood, so at a micro level it has spurred 
investment all around it. A block away, another former automotive building is being converted to housing; on the street 
adjacent to Artspace houses that sat unsold (asking price $2000) are now listed and snapped up at $65,000 by people 
that want to live near Artspace. As mentioned above, the line that separated good and bad is erased. 

On a more macro level, our artists feel supported. And those who are not artists feel energized and excited to live 
here. The first resident art exhibit at the building took place last spring, and it was THE place to be in Buffalo. 
Partnerships with arts orgs, colleges, museums, neighborhood groups are happening. New collaborations are 
springing up. And as evidence that people want to be part of it, the wait list for this 60 unit building is now at 500. 

This project was unique to date in its ability to bring together members of the arts, business, political, educational and 
philanthropic communities along with the neighborhood in a way that doesn't often happen. A republican Governor 
(George Pataki), a democratic Senator (Hillary Clinton); little struggling arts organizations and the big arts 
organizations they fight for resources with; individual artists and individual philanthropists; the 'good' side of town, the 
'bad' side of town, and folks from the suburbs- all got together and supported this because it was exactly the right 
thing at the right time for Buffalo. The project was awarded the single biggest allocation of tax credits in the slate. 

In my experience that doesn't happen a lot. But this truly was a dream come true for Buffalo- still is!- and I was 
honored to be part of it. 

5. Would you change anything about this project or the development process you went through? 

Honestly, no. If we had known the demand was going to be this strong, maybe I would have tried to make it bigger! 
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The Bruner Foundation 
130 Prospect Street 

IDnitcd ~totes ~cnatc 
WASHINGTON, DC 20510 -3204 

December 3, 2008 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 

Re: Artspace Buffa lo Application for lhe Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence 

To Whom It May Concern: 

COMMIITEES 

1 am please to write a letter in support of Artspacc Buffalo's application for the 2009 
Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. 

In 2004, I worked with BuffaJo's mayor, Anthony Masiello, to initiate lhe Artspace 
Buffalo project. I was proud to introduce Artspace, the nation's leading nonprofit real estate 
developer for the arts, to Buffa lo's vast creative economic potential and to secure $250,000 in 
appropriations funds to help make Artspace Buffalo a reality. I have said time and time again 
that I believe Buffalo is the perfect location to establi sh an art ist homestead program, which is 
why I encouraged Artspace to seriously consider working there. [ knew that. with the right tools, 
Buffalo could develop into one of the finest arts and cultural communities in lhc country. I am 
so pleased to have secured funding U1rough the FY2005 Omnibus Appropriations Bill to create a 
live/work space in Buffa lo, and 1 have continued to support Artspace's ongoing efforts to help 
revitalize other regions of New York State. 

Artspacc has worked in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area for 25 years. but in the past decade 
it has expanded to provide its expertise and advice to more than 500 groups nationwide. In May 
of2004. Artspace conducted a two-day visit to Buffalo to determine the feasibility of providing 
affordable space for artists in Buffalo. As part of the visit, Artspacc made site visits and held 
meetings with artist, business, and political communities. At my suggestion, Artspace chose to 
renovate the vacant historic Breitweiser Printing building in the heart of BuffaJo. The project 
was conceived through the lens of historic preservation, community development, economic 
development and artistic development. As one of the poorest cities in the United States, BufTalo 
needs good news stories that give the community a sense of hope. The Arts pace BufTalo project 
provided that hope and continues to have an enormous impact on the surrounding neighborhood 
as well as the reputation of the city at large. 

The Artspace Buffalo project has 60 artists and their families residing in live/work units 
in historic rehabilitation and new construction sections of the project. The project consists of 
residential live/work spaces for working arti sts, including painters, photographers. sculptors. 
musicians, designers, craftspeople, writers, actors. and dancers. More than 400 artists from three 
states and Canada are on a waiting list to get into the building and represent the tremendous 
depth of lhe arts community in Buffalo-a community with both economic and social capital that 
has begun to catalyze other development in and around this area of Main Street. From a new 
Performing Arts High School several blocks away, to several new galleries to the rehab of more 

I'll·. rr no·. ~ccvnro r41'ill 
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and more adjacent single family homes, the power of this community of artists extends far 
beyond the walls of the buildings themselves. Artspace Buffalo is meeting and exceeding the 
hopes of city leaders, funders and the individual artists and their families who now have a place 
to call home. 

The Arts pace Buffalo project is a classic public/private partnership with 80 percent of the 
funding and financing coming from public sources and 20 percent from private banking and 
philanthropic partners. It has provided a bridge between a historically African American 
neighborhood to the cast and a historically less-diverse neighborhood to the west. The project 
has been so successful that it is now being documented by a local photographer as a key example 
of a revitalization effort that has had a positive economic and social impact spill over into the 
surrounding neighborhood. The artists progran1 the two-story gallery/performance/community 
space in the building that has become part of the public interface with the artist communities. As 
such, the project is now becoming known as a hip, desirable place to hang out, buy art and 
experience local culture in what once was a barren landscape of abandoned and under-utilized 
buildings. 

In fact, Buffalo's success prompted Artspace to begin two new projects in New York 
State-in New York City and the Village of Patchogue on Long Island. in New York City, 
Artspace is partnering with a local developer, El Barrio's Operation Fightback, to renovate an 
East Harlem historic school building that has long been vacant. When completed in 2010, the 
project wi ll provide 72 units of affordable live/work space for artists and their families and 6,000 
square feet of affordable nonresidential space local arts and community organizations. This 
project wi ll be the first of its kind in New York City. Additionally, the project in Patchogue will 
be a new, 40-unit affordable live/work facility in the center of downtown. 

Buffalo Artspace is exemplary in its partnerships among various groups-a national 
nonprofit developer for the arts, Artspace, a local community development organization, 
Belmont Shelter, and federal , state and local elected officials. Belmont is now the managing 
partner and provides the property management services for the building. As such, this project 
has also created jobs, during and post-construction, and continues to advance the careers of 60 
individual artists by providing sustainable affordable space that enables each of them to more 
fully pursue their art. Additionally. the success of Artspace has spurred rapid redevelopment and 
rehabilitation of surrounding homes and buildings in Midtown Buffalo, in effect creating what is 
called the "Artspace Backyard Neighborhood" off of Buffalo's Main Street. 

I am delighted that Artspace is continuing its commitment to bring life and vitality to 
towns and communities across New York, and I fully support its application to the Bruner 
Foundation for the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence. If you have any questions, or 
desire further information, please do not hesitate to contact my staff member Sheila Mcnz at 
(202) 224-4451 . 

Sincerely yours, 



DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE 
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This sheet is to be filled out by the person who took primary responsibility for project financing or is a representative of the group which 
did. 

Name William Law Title Chief Operating Officer 

Organization Artspace Projects, Inc. Telephone ( 612 ) 465-0202 

Address 250 Third Avenue N., Suite 500 City/State/ZIP Minneapolis, MN 55401 

Fax ( 612 ) 333-9089 E-mail will@artspaceusa.org 
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any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted plicant warrants that the applicant has full power and authority to submit the 
application and all at~he1 m ~ri sand to ant thes rights and permissions. 
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1. What role did you or your company play in the development of this project? Describe the scope of involvement. 

Artspace was the developer and was involved in all aspects of the planning, development, lease-up, and operalion of 
the Artspace Buffalo Lofts. Our involvement began when Mayor Anthony Masiello's office invited us to come to Buffalo 
to assess the viability of an Artspace affordable live/work project for artists in the economically challenged Midtown 
neighborhood. Working in close cooperation with the City, we selected the historic and architecturally significant 
Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company building at 1219 Main Street. We then conducted a formal Artist Market Survey. It 
identified such a strong need for affordable housing for artists that we expanded the project from 36 units (the capacity 
of the factory's upper four floors) to 60 units by adding 24 units of new construction on vacant land behind the factory 
building. Rather than put all 24 units in one building, we elected to build six new fourplexes to provide a visual and 
psychological transition between the five-story factory building facing Main Street and the single family residences on 
the opposite side of the block. Artspace also engaged the architect and contractor, oversaw the construction process, 
coordinated the lease-up, and now that the project is up and running we remain involved as owner and operator. Main 
Street has long been the de facto dividing line between Buffalo's predominantly white west side predominantly African 
American east side, and one of the City's goals was to bridge that division by creating a fully integrated project. The 
Artspace Buffalo Lofts, whose resident population is about half black and half white, achieves this goal effectively by 
appealing to artists of all ethnic backgrounds as well as disciplines. 

2. What trade-offs or compromises were required during the development of the project? 

The new fourplexes were built on land owned by the City of Buffalo that had previously housed a maintenance facility 
for city vehicles. During excavation for the fourplexes, we discovered two old fuel tanks that did not appear on any 
survey of the property. Both tanks had developed leaks, so this part of the project came to a screeching halt while we 
dealt with remediation issues. Ultimately, the tanks and contaminated soil were removed at a cost of about $1 million 
and a four-month delay in construction of the fourplexes (the factory renovation was affected). The City of Buffalo 
contributed about half the cost, but the rest came out of the project budget. Because we were committed to completing 
the residential portion of the project without compromises, we reluctantly eliminated the line item for build-out of the 
commercial space on the factory's ground floor, about 11,000 square feet. This, of course, made it more difficult to 
attract prospective tenants. Happily, we have now found a tenant, a new nonprofit entity called "The Art Collaboration" 
created by three smaller arts organizations. Artspace will help them conduct a capital campaign to raise the money 
needed to equip their space. 

More generally, I would point out that working in Buffalo was inherently challenging and, in that sense, was a trade-off 
of sorts. Buffalo is the second-poorest large city in America; only Detroit is poorer. The competition for scarce 
resources is intense, and the needs are great. It would have been much easier, in other words, to work in a city with 
more resources and a less stressed infrastructure. We made the trade-off because we were deeply impressed by the 
size and vitality of Buffalo's arts community and because we saw in Buffalo a chance to make a genuine difference in 
the social makeup of the city. These were compelling reasons for us to work in Buffalo. 



DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE (coNT'Dl 

3. How was.the project financed? What, if any, innovative means of financing were used? 

Like '!II Artspace live/work projects, the Artspace Buffalo Lofts were financed by funds from a variety of public and 
private sources -- federal, state, and local -- designed to serve a broad range of functions. These included federal and 
state low income housing tax credits, which are used to encourage the development of affordable housing; federal and 
state historic tax credits, which are used to encourage preservation of historic buildings; and HOME and CDBG funds, 
which come out of HUD programs designed to help communities redevelop economically challenged neighborhoods. 
In addition, we raised $1.4 million in philanthropic gifts from foundations, corporations, and individuals, and received a 
federal allocation of $250,000 thanks to the efforts of Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton. 

Cobbling together project budgets in this fashion is standard practice for Artspace, but it sets us apart from most 
nonprofit developers. We are successful at it because we recognize that our live/work projects serve multiple agendas: 
they are affordable housing, they are arts facilities, and they are catalysts of economic development, especially in 
cities like Buffalo. 

Artspace was the first developer to use low income housing tax credits to support housing designed for artists. We 
began doing so in the late 1980s when the tax credit program was new-- and we have done so ever since. This year, 
in the face of a legal challenge of artist preference launched by the IRS, Congress enacted the Housing Recovery Act 
of 2008, which expressly supports the legality of using tax credits to support housing for artists. The same law also 
endorses the use of tax credits for affordable housing projects designated for groups designated by states (such as 
teachers, firefighters, unwed teen mothers, farm workers, etc.). 

It is important to note that all the funding strategies used by Artspace are available to other developers. That is, our 
model is replicable by others. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of the proJect? 

This project has been successful in almost every way I can think of. It has preserved an important piece of Buffalo's 
architectural history. It has provided affordable studios and homes for 60 Buffalo artists and their families. That it is 
highly regarded in the Buffalo arts community is evidenced by a waiting list of more than 500 names. It has created a 
focal point for arts activity in Buffalo where none existed before -- the beginning, in other words, of an infrastructure. It 
has inspired additional development in the surrounding neighborhood. It has created a bridge between the 
community's African American and white communities, and we have seen evidence of this in the biracial neighborhood 
groups that have begun to form to discuss development opportunities and challenges in the Midtown area. 

The length of time it has taken us to find a suitable commercial tenant has been a disappointment, but we are 
extremely pleased that The Art Collaboration has come into existence and will be our tenant. All in all, this project has 
been a great one for Artspace, and we think its potential to make Buffalo a better community is very great indeed. 
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1. What role did you or your organization play in the development of this project? 

Cannon Heyman and Weiss, LLP completed the combined tax credit application for the State and Federal Low Income 
Housing Tax Credit allocation. The combined award provided a major part of the funding necessary to complete the 
Buffalo Artspace mixed-use, "live/work" development at 1219 Main Street, 10 blocks north of downtown Buffalo. In 
addition, as a community volunteer, I helped open doors to relationships with local, state and federal elected officials, 
government staff and private-sector philanthropic prospects. The tax credit award for this project was one of the largest 
allocations for any project in the state of New York in 2006. 

2. Describe the project's impact on its community. Please be as specific as possible. 

This project was initiated by Senator Hillary Rod ham Clinton and former, longtime Buffalo Mayor Anthony Masiello. 
From there it quickly became the priority of Brian Davis, the local Councilmember, as well as lim Wannamaker, the 
head of economic development for the City of Buffalo, and the current Mayor, Byron Brown. The project was conceived 
to facilitate historic preservation, community development, economic development, affordable rental housing and 
artistic development. As one of the poorest cities in the U.S., Buffalo needs positive news stories that give the 
community a sense of hope. The Artspace Buffalo project provided that hope and continues to have an enormous 
impact on the surrounding neighborhood as well as the reputation of the City at large. 
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3. How might this project be instructive to others in your profession? 

The Artspace Buffalo project is a classic public/private partnership with 80% of the funding/financing coming from 
public sources and 20% from private banking and philanthropic partners. It has provided a bridge between a 
historically African-American neighborhood to the east and an historically less·d1verse neighborhood to the west of the 
project. The project is also a classic example of bi-partisan support with Senator Clinton and former Governor Pataki 
each playing critical roles. 

The Artspace Buffalo project has 60 artists and their families residing in "live/work" units in historic rehab and new 
construction sections of the project. More than 400 artists are on a waiting list to 9et into the project. The artists 
represent the tremendous depth of the arts community in Buffalo, a community with both economic and social capital 
that hS$ begun to catalyze other development in and around this area of Main Street. From a new Performing Arts 
High School several blocks away to several new galleries and the rehab of several adjacent single family homes, the 
power of this community of artists extends beyond the walls of the buildings themselves. The project is meeting and 
exceeding the hopes of the City leaders, the funders and the individual artists and their families who now have a place 
to call "home." 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

The Artspace Buffalo project is now being documented by a local photographer as a key example of a project that has 
a positive economic and social impact to the surrounding neighborhood. The artists' program in the two-story gallery/ 
performance/community space in the building has become part of the public interface with the artist communities. As 
such, the project is now becoming known as a "hip", desirable place to congregate, buy art and experience local 
culture in what once was a barren landscape of abandoned and underutilized buildings. 

The project is exemplary in its partnership between a national non-profit developer lor the arts, Artspace, and a local 
community development organization, Belmont Shelter. Belmont is now the managing partner and provides the 
property management services for the building. As such, this project has also created jobs, during and post 
construction, and continues to advance the careers of 60 individual artists by providing them with sustainable 
affordable space that enables them to more fully pursue their art. 
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1. Describe the design concept of this project, in dud' g rban design considerations, choice of materials, scale, etc. 

The focus of Arts pace Buffalo was to conve a former multi-story daylight factory into a place for artists looking for 
inexpensive space to live and work. 

Originally built for the Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company, the reinforced concrete structure housed four upper levels of 
auto manufacturing which would be converted into thirty-six loft units. The building's street level served as the vehicle 
showroom along what once was a thriving city street. The original seven bays of storefront would be restored and 
used as the main entrance into the complex and provide exhibition space for residents and flexible gallery space for 
local art groups. This activity would be highly visible from the street. 

The unusual slope of the site allowed for a full walkout level on the rear of the building. This lower level along with a 
one-acre parcel behind would become a meeting and gathering place for this new community of artists. Six new 
two-story brick and metal buildings with a modern European industrial feel, provide twenty-four additional apartments. 

2. Describe the most important social and programmatic functions of the design. 

The historic 80,000 s.f. daylight factory and storefront had stood vacant for nearly 10 years. The surrounding midtown 
Buffalo neighborhood has been struggling with demolition of the urban fabric and rising housing vacancies. 

Artspace wanted to infuse the midtown neighborhood area with creative energy by developing a concentrated 
community of artists centered in their neighborhood. Social and physical interaction between not only the artists, but 
also the artists and their neighborhood were a key component in the development of the design. The artists living in 
the older building have small gallery space at each floor to display work. At street level and the lower level, Artspace 
residents have common space where they can organize exhibitions or hold performances for the public. This area, in 
turn, serves as the "living room" for the lofts in the historic structure and the new buildings behind. Artspace residents 
cross paths in the workshops, laundry and large lounge space. Social interaction spills out from the lower level into 
the landscaped sculpture garden nestled between the new and old loft buildings. 

All of the lofts were conceived as live/work spaces where flexibility of the room allows residents to decide how they 
want to inhabit and use the space. 
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3. Describe the major challenges of designing this project and any design trade-offs or compromises required to complete the project. 

1219 Main Street has gone through many changes of use over the past 1 oo years and has seen modifications to the 
interior and exterior detrimental to the integrity of the building. Thirty-six loft units were creatively inserted in the upper 
levels in order to retain the original open warehouse appearance. Where walls needed to engage the windows, large 
sliding glass panels were utilized to maintain a visual continuation of the windows. These large 8 foot by 12 foot wide 
windows were either restored or replicated to meet both today's energy, as well as historic restoration, standards: In 
the new buildings, similarly large windows were used to permit extensive amounts of daylight, deep into the interior. 

Ceilings and floors were restored to their original condition and columns were left exposed, rather than engaged in 
walls, to reinforce the open nature of the daylight factory. The historically accurate recreation of the missing showroom 
storefront restored a sense of urban scale and richness along the street. Due to its poor condition and the need to 
meet code requirements, the original elevator that lifted motor cars from floor-to-floor had to be replaced but the 
existing elevator shaft was utilized for new vertical transport. The original lift doors were saved and are now fixed in an 
open position. 

4. Describe the ways in which lhe design relates to its urban context. 

The Artspace project straddles two distinct urban environments. Main Street, the front entry for the complex, is a highly 
commercialized, multi-Jane thoroughfare while around the corner tightly knit 2- and 3-story residences exist along a 
narrow street. The design responds to these two different urban experiences first, by taking advantage of the large 
expanses of storefront. Along Main Street, pedestrians can look into the gallery/exhibition space where more large 
windows in the rear of the building allow passersby to make a visual connection through the historic structure to the 
new artists' housing beyond. 

Secondly, the project new buildings to the east respond to the residential scale of the existing neighborhood. The 
two-story structures are tightly knit creating a pedestrian street of public and semi-public spaces. Balconies and large 
expanses of multi-colored glass address the walking street allowing artists' Jive/work space to spill onto the sidewalk. 
The buildings and pathways are slightly skewed leading one to a large outdoor gathering spot between the historic loft 
building and the new housing. The landscape of birches, light sticks, and wild flowers stand in contrast to the charcoal 
brick and silver industrial panels. When viewed from the upper floors the mature landscape will become a mosaic of 
color in all seasons. 
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1. What role did you play in the development of this project? 

Belmont Shelter Corp serves as Co-Developer, Co-General Partner, and Management Agent for the Artspace Buffalo 
Lofts project 

Belmonfs role in the development of the Artspace Buffalo project was primarily to provide a local presence to the 
Artspace USA organization, to facilitate their efforts to bring the project to fruition, and to manage the property. Our 
organizations have similar missions and experience as developers of affordable housing. However, while Artspace 
USA's experience was on a national level, the Artspace Buffalo project was ils first in New York Stale, and most would 
agree that development in New York Stale is unique in many ways and can be challenging. As the largest not-for
profit developer of affordable housing in this area, we were able to bring to the project knowledge of the New York 
Stale process and the benefit of local relationships that we had developed over lime. Belmont has developed 
fourteen affordable housing projects in addition to Artspace Buffalo, throughout Western New York, with financing 
vehicles similar to that of the Artspace Buffalo project, for seniors, families and persons with disabil~ies. We also 
administer a variety of programs designed to meet the various housing needs of the area's low-income population, 
including rental assistance and home ownership, and the City of Buffalo's rehab loan projecl We directly assist over 
10,000 low-income households annually. Our central office Is located next door to the project, giving the public 
greater access locally to information about the project, and providing readily available meeting space for the 
development team and artist selection committee meetings. In addition, our proximity allows us to provide a greater 
level of service to the residents. Our role as Co-General Partner ensures that we will have a vested interest in the 
project's success over the long term. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

The Artspace Buffalo Lofts project has had a significant, permanent effect on its neighborhood as well as on the 
Buffalo community as a whole. Selection of the site created a long-awaited renaissance of the neighborhood. The 
project is located in what is now called "Midtown" Buffalo. Before the Artspace project was conceived, the 
neighborhood did not even have an identity. Rather, it was viewed as a small part of a run-down area referred to 
generically as "the East side." It suffered from neglect, not registering on anyone's political or social radar. It is 
home to census tracts with the very lowest of incomes, and a high number of deteriorated houses. While Belmont 
was successful in bringing several million dollars of affordable housing to the area, Artspace was able to spark the 
interest of local preservationists by its reclamation of the historic building, and in doing so attracted publicity and local 
private investment in the project on an unprecedented scale. The publicity generated by the project has positively 
impacted the surrounding property values as well, bringing private investors into the area and producing visible signs 
of property improvement. The project also provides a unique setting that attracts a diverse, racially-mixed population 
to the East side of Main Street, breaking long-perceived barriers and enriching the area. The creative endeavors of 
the residents put the building on the map for art aficionados; attracting many who would not have dreamed of coming 
to this neighborhood in the past. In June 2008 Buffalo was ranked by AmericanStyle magazine as the nation's 
number one arts destination among mid-sized cities, highlighting the Artspace Buffalo Lofts project in their 
announcement as the prime example of the city's dedication to working artists. As if that were not enough, the units 
themselves are unique in Buffalo- where loft space is only just beginning to be offered as part of downtown 
revitalization. 
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3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them? 

As in most affordable housing development projects, there were unanticipated costs that required trade-affs in order to 
maintain the affordability of the project These included unexpected environmental issues that greatly increased s~e 
costs, and longer-than-anticipated construction time. The City of Buffalo agreed to provide additional funding to help 
mitigate the unforeseen environmental issues. When cost overruns exceeded the construction contingency and 
resulted in the deferral of developer tees, we were kept apprised of these compromises. We also were able to give 
our input, especially from a long-term property management perspective, ih decisions that impacted the property. 

The New York Stale Division of Housing and Community Renewal had some design requirements necessitating 
modi1ication of the original plans that they were not willing to alter. They did, however, agree to relax some of their 
design standards to accommodate the financial needs of project (e.g. electric hot water tanks), a compromise we hope 
our long-standing relationship with that agency helped be reached. 

4. What do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this project? 

Most Successful: 
- Integration of multiple funding sources 
- High profile project- focused attention on development of the neighborhood, bringing private financing and city-
financed infrastructure improvements 
- Provided 60 units of much needed affordable family housing 
-Attracts a diverse and racially mixed population to the neighborhood 
- Resident-initiated creative events bring many to the site who would not have visited the neighborhood in the past 

Least Successful: 
- HV AC system - operating costs for electricity higher than anticipated 
-Construction schedule--took longer than expected- impacts on lease up 
-There were unforeseen construction delays and, due to the requirements of the tax cred~ financing, we were forced 
to occupy the property before it was entirely completed. This was extremely challenging for the residents and for us 
as the management agent However, the final product was so well received that the pioneering residents were very 
forgiving_ · 
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1. What role did you play in the development of this project? 

I interviewed artists who were keen on renting living spaces/studios in Artspace's Buffalo project. As an artist myself, I 
evaluated artists based on their artistic abilities (as evidenced by their potfolio), their economic viability and their 
personal ability to thrive in an artist community, such as Artspace. As a photographer, I also helped catalog Artspace 
Buffalo at various stages of development. 

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. 

The Main Street of Buffalo, NY has been going decrepit due to a slowing regional economy and a steady migration 
away from the area. As with most areas facing strife, Buffalo's Main Street had become notorious for multiple socially 
unpleasant elements and it was just a matter of time before it fell into the slum environs that define the vast majority of 
the East Side of Buffalo. Artspace has given Main Street a new lease of life. The effervescent artist community that 
resides in Artspace has attracted a healthy young population into Main Street. Commerce has slowly progressively 
picked up in response to this presence, adjoining streets are seeing development (new houses, retail) as a result of 
Artspace, and the sense of confidence created in the community by this endeavor is helping to stem the migration that 
plagues Buffalo. 
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3 \1\ h.1t trade-offs and compromi~es ""ere required during the developm1 nt ot the project? Did~ JU part it ipate in making lht:mf 

To the best of my knowledge, the City was fairly supportive of Artspace. As a project that could potentially jump start 
the economy of one of the main arteries of the city, Artspace has been heralded for its possibilities. I am unaware of the 
trade-offs and compromises that may have been made. One assumes that owing to the historical nature of the building 
in which Artspace is located and the political wretchedness that has plagued any development in Buffalo, many minor 
obstacles would have been faced by the Artspace crew. However, I have not been party to any, probably due to the 
high level of professionalism exuded by Artspace employees and contractors. 

-1 What do vou considu to be the the most anclle.lst successful aspects ot this project? 

The most successful aspect of Artspace without doubt is its success at jump starting commercial revitalization of 
Buffalo's long discarded mid-town core. Indeed, the 24-hour presence of young artists has revitalized Main Street, 
Buffalo. An increased curiosity in the area has resulted in guided tours of the adjoining area. A sense of pride has been 
infused into the community. 
Artspace's least successful aspect would have to be its handling of the local press. There has been a high degree of 
expectations from Artspace and its ability to reinvent the local community. Unfortunately, the process involved is a slow, 
steady path and not an overnight reinvention. Members of the local press, having had multiple sour experiences with 
prior white elephants, have expressed doubts about Artspace, which no doubt have been falsified with the passage of 
time. But I personally believe that a better PA campaign with the Buffalo media would have presented the needless 
outcry. 
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1. What role did you play in the develoj 

I was the project manager for the New York State Division of Housing & Community Renewal (DHCR). I provided 
technical assistance in the application for LIHTC, SLIHC (State tax credits) and NYS Housing Trust Fund (HTF) 
monies. I woriked with Artspace and their development team to structure the project so it would be complete, eligible, 
competitive and feasible from a design and underwriting perspective on initial application. I took the project from 
application to award to funding commitment, binding agreement and construction loan closing. I conducted the 
rent-up conference with Artspace & their local property manager, Belmont Shelter Corporation, just prior to leaving 
DHCR to join NEF in my current job. 

I also taught a class in 'Urban Development Law & Policy" at the University at Buffalo. I did one 3 hour class on 
affordable housing finance with Artspace Buffalo as the project for discussion. The class was held on-site whim it was 
approximately 50% complete. Will Law (as developer), Steven Weiss {developer counsel) and Matt Meier (project 
architect) all assisted in the class, so the students were able to experience the project from multiple perspectives. 

2. Describe the impact that this project h.1s had on the your community. Pleuse be as specific as possible. 

At a minimum, affordable housing projects should serve their target population and be financially viable. But the best 
projects do more- they trigger a significant, sustained, and positive private sector response In the surrounding 
neighborhood. Artspace Buffalo has had this type of impact. The neighboring street, Coe Place, has seen a 
complete turnaround, as investors have purchased and are rehabilitating many of the previously vacant houses. A 
downstate developer purchased the vacant Packard Building two blocks north of Artspace and is redeveloping it using 
the same formula (mixed-use, mixed-income - 60% LIHTC, 40% SLIHC). During construction the Kepa3 Art Gallery 
opened on Barker Street, directly across the street from the project. 

Buffalo has a very strong arts community, and the project has triggered serious planning efforts by other groups 
looking to replicate the Artspace project, in other parts of the city. In my opinion, no housing project in Western New 
York in recent years has generated.more publicity or more positive public dialogue than Artspace Buffalo. 
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During predevelopmen~ there were extensive discussions between the DHCR Design Services Unit and Artspace and 
their architect. DHCR insisted that their design guidelines should be followed, while Artspace lobbied for some 
concesssions. One example - DHCR insists on bedrooms which are completely private, while Artspace wanted a 
more open floorplan. The compromise was to create a sliding bedroom wall. 

The project was hit by an unexpected million dollar change order at the start of construction, relating to environmental 
clean-up behind the building. Although additional funds were obtained from the city, there were a few small design 
concessions requested and approved. 

Artspace took a long-vacant, former auto manufacturing plant on the east side of Main Street, and created a 
mixed-use, mixed-income project that can accurately be termed a bridge project. It bridges the affluence of Buffalo's 
west side with the poverty of its east side; it bridges its predominantly White west side with its predominantly Black 
east side; it bridges its manufacturing past with its current determination to preserve its architectural heritage. 
Because it does these things well, it has been able to trigger a significant, positive, private sector response. 

I'm not sure there is a least successful aspect of this project. The project was expensive, and the financing was very 
complex. That makes it difficult (but not impossible) to replicate. 
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City of Buffalo 
Executive Chamber 

Proclamation 
WHEREAS, The City of Buffalo engaged Artspace to develop a new live/work 

project in the a formerly vacant building on East Main Street in 
Buffalo's emerging Midtown neighborhood; and 

WHEREAS, The $16.9 million project, Artspace's first in New York State, 
further strengthens Buffalo commitmentto the arts •and artists; and 

WHEREAS, Artspace created 60 units of affordable live/work housing for artists 
and their families - 36 units in the five-story historic Buffalo Electric 
Vehicle Company building at 1219 Main Street, plus 24 units in six 
new fourplexes· on vacant land immediat.ely behind it; and 

WHEREAS, In April 2008, AmericanStyle Magazine, a national arts life!)tyle 
magazine for art enthusiasts, collectors and travelers, voted 
Buffalo, New York as the top rated mid-sized U.S. arts destination 
in the country; and 

WHEREAS, The year 2008 has been designated as the "Year of the Arts" in the 
City of Buffalo, from amazing museums and galleries, to thriving 
artists' communities, Buffalo is truly a great place for the arts! 

NOW, .THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, THAT I, BYRON W. BROWN, Mayor 
of the City of Buffalo, do hereby proclaim, Wednesday, June 11, 2008 as . 

ARTSPACE DAY 

in the City of Buffalo and join my fellow citizens in extending our congratulations 
and best wishes for their continued success in the future. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I 
have hereunto set my hand 
and caused the Seal of the 
City of Buffalo to be 
affixed this 1110 day 

of June, 2008 Q . ~ 

J"'"7CA/~ ~ , J::7UW ~ 
W.BROWN 

MAYOR 



Nathan Naetzker said, "The only 
thing worse than being a painter, is bemg 
a poet." This was his off the cuff response 
to the lifestyle of Naetzker's past "I've 
spent a lot of time in places from San 
Francisco to Brooklyn where I was forced 
to wash my dishes in the tub. Dirty places 
where security and was an Issue and 
doors and windows didn't meet." 

Not so now. "I feel like I died and 
went to heaven," Naetzker says of his 
new apartment In Artspace, the year
old. Midtown Buffalo artist's residence 
that consists of 36 units in the Breitweiser 
Building at 1219 Main Street, as well as 
24 new builds behind 11 With nearly 30 
projects either completed or underway 
nationally, Artspace has become Amer
Ica's leading nonprofu real estate devel
oper for the arts. 

Naetzker, who paints in a variety of 
styles from abstract to realist. said that 
when he first saw Artspace he was awe
struck and didn't feel worthy. "It's crazy 
how nice II is. It's like a five-star resort 
compared to places I've lived In and seen 
I don't have to make do at Artspace. It's 
clean. new and Inspiring to live in a com
munity of artists. It's vital." Naetzker said. 

"Suffenng for your art is an urban 
legend." Naetzker said. "There Is a 
theory of art that states that if you want to 
make art that's beautiful and graceful you 
should live In those surroundings. If archi 
lecture can shape people's lives. Artspace 
can make the life of an artist easier" 

As for the concept of a group of 
artists living and workmg together. an 
experience that may not persist after an 
artist is trained In a college setting, Naetz-

ker stated, "As a painter. I spend a lot of 
time alone. Painting is a solitary task. and 
I need privacy to do my work. It's nice to 
walk outside my door and find someone 
doing similar work. Behind each door 
there's someone else doing the same type 
of work. It's comforting. And when we 
want to we can come together as a com
munity of like-minded people-part of a 
collaborative. We're not so Isolated." 

Artspace residents w1ll d1splay a col
lective exhibit, starting with an opening 
reception on May 2. from 6:30 to 9:30 in 
the evening, after which works will be on 
view until june 14 Naetzker, who just 
sold the portrait (seen here) to a woman 
In Ft. Lauderdale. Florida, will participate 
In the exhibit along With his fellow resi
dents. He has begun a senes of Iceberg 
paintings. one of which recently sold "off 
the wall" 

"This IS such a positive thing for 
downtown,'' Naetzker said, adding that 
he'd never heard of the national Artspace 
project before he had the opportunity to 
apply for space in the Buffalo location. 
The waiting list is now 300 artists long 

The Rottweiler Naetzker keeps Is a 
companion, in contrast to Its predecessor. 
a fighting dog he picked up on the streets 
of Brooklyn as a bodyguard. Not feeling 
the least bit of threat in his new neighbor
hood, Naetzker marvels that his basic 
needs are within walking distance of his 
loft "A city 1s only as good as Its people, 
and Buffalo Is the best city on earth," he 
said. 

As for h1s loft. "I have a one-year 
lease. I'm never leaving." 
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THE ARTIST NEXT DOOR 
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EACH ARTSPACE FLOOR FUNCTIONS INDEPENDENTLY AS A MICRO 
COMMUNITY WITHIN THE OVERALL STRUCTURE 'THIS FLOOR STENDER 
ASSERTS HAS A LOT OF PEOPLE INTERESTED IN WORKING TOGETHER 
MOVERS AND SHAKERS WHO IF WE DECIDE WE WANT TO PARTICIPATE IN 

SOMETHING WE GE:l IT DONE 
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Home > Life > Lifestyle ews 

A family of artists finds its space in Main Street lofts 

By Paula Voell 
Updated: 08/29/07 7:58 AM 

More Photos 

Sharon Canti llon!Buffalo ews 
"We're all a little wacky, a little zany. so I 
think this will be a hub of enerro : · ew 
Artspace resident Kelly Metcalfe, above. 

It 's only been a few weeks since the pioneer Artspace residents started moving into 1219 Main t., directly 
across from the Delta Sonic complex. But already they know this much: They are luxuriating in natural light 
and loving the s-p-a-c-e. 

For the past couple of years, there's been a buzz among Buffalo artists about the lofts being planned fo r a 
building that 's on the National Register of Historic ~laces. Finally. tenants have begun to claim their space. 

There s room to hang art and to hang out. There are ··rooms" that are mostly wide open and undefined 
offering high ceil ings, big walls, unencumbered vistas, views of the Campanile and Westminster Presbyterian 
Church on the Main Street side and. for those facing east. sunrises that bathe the rooms in pinks and purples. 
Plus it's affordable. 

Art photographer Lukia Costello, for example, pays $474 for a 900- square-foot, one bedroom loft. 

'In New York, this would be a million-dollar condo." said another tenant. Joanna Gillespie, who manages art 
collections ... I have a closet that would hold a twin-sized bed and a dresser, with room to ·walk around.'' 

file:///Users/ezrasauter/ Desktop/ The!IQ0Buffalo"20News-"20llfestyle"2 rllsts"20f,nd~201ts!IQOspace"201n"20Main!IQOStree~201ofts.webarch1Ve Page 1 of 4 
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When everything is complete- construction continues in common spaces- this nearly 100-year-old building 
will house 36 lofts, along with gallery and retail space on the first floor. Also, 24 units are being constructed 
in six structures behind the building, also reserved for people in art-related fields, all of whom pay rent based 
on income and family size. 

Thomas Stender, whose custom and one-of-a-kind furniture has won international acclaim, moved from an 
Elmwood Avenue apartment across the street from Cole's so he could be part of what he envisions as a built
in community of creativity, where artists engage in discussion and shared exhibits. 

"I came for a walk-through and I liked what I saw," said Stender, who is so newly in place that he was 
having a box-flattening party. "It might be the only chance I have in life to move into a place where 
everything is new." 

Designers and architects retained the old wooden floors, whitewashed brick walls and mechanical systems 
and, generally, left space open to the tenant's imaginations. 

What they put in place are sleek white kitchen cabinets, contemporary bathroom fixtures, fluorescent lights 
purposely hung askew from wires in hallways, and spaces thai beg to be decorated in eclectic fashion. 

Stender said he was "kind of semiconcerned," about safety and security before he moved in. "But I find the 
area is pretty much deserted at night, for good or ill," he said. "I observe normal city precautions, but really I 
haven't felt concerned." 

Stender plans to work in an off-site studio, but will do computer designing at home, overlooking Main Street 
from his fifth floor perch. 

Painter Emma Colby and Nichols School teacher Alison Wright share a two-bedroom loft that they are 
furnishing with donations from Wright's South Buffalo family. 

"I think this loft is one of the most beautiful apartments I've ever been in," said Colby, who plans to paint 
there once she gets things in place. "When I look at the sunrise, it makes me feel like I'm in Sonoma Valley." 

Colby said that when she returned to Buffalo after being in Ithaca for four years of college, she felt 
disconnected. "I had a lot of difficulty connecting with Buffalo artists," she said. "You'd find pockets in 
Allentown, but I never felt I was part of a network. I think this is the perfect remedy for the isolation I was 
feeling. 

"We're incredibly happy to be here," said Colby. "It's rejuvenating to me to know it's happening in Buffalo. 
It solidifies my belief that Buffalo will resume its status as a major cultural player on the national scene." 

It was a chance to live in Artspace, as well as a job with Starlight Studio and Art Gallery, that lured 
printmaker Joel Lewitzky to Buffalo from New York City, he said. 

"I'm a skeptic and a huge pessimist, so I thought 'fat chance, in Buffalo, it's not going to happen,'" said 
Lewitzky. "But it's come to fruition, after a lot of waiting and wondering. 

"What doesn't appeal is that I don't necessarily feel all that safe living in an area that hasn't had a lot of 
attention until now," he said. "There aren't riots in the streets, but there are drugs and crime. It's not the 
Elmwood Village or North Buffalo, where I'd feel more of a sense of security." 

As the just-settling-in residents gave tours, it was clear how pleased they are with their new digs. 

For sculptor and furniture maker Patricia Schraven, the loft provides a great way to display the 1886 cider 
press that she rescued at the curb and the metal lockers she found at Am vets, along with the exquisitely made 
oneof- a-kind art furniture that she designs and builds. 

"There's so much space," said Schraven, who gets 1,100 square feet for $624. "You have to find ways to 
break it up." 
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Schraven, who works for Dates- Weiser, a custom furniture company, creates her own furniture at another 
location. "I think the Artspace people were a little concerned about a fully operational wood shop with a table 
saw here," she said "so I kept my other studio." 

For her part, Costello relishes the fact that she can keep home and work together. 

"It's all blended because photography is such a big part of me," said Costello, who teaches adult education 
classes for the Buffalo public schools and is photo editor for Passionateliving.com. 

Montreal native Kelly Metcalfe, a University at Buffalo dance student, rents a three bedroom, two bathroom 
loft, large enough for her husband, Todd Baarwerk, and her sons, Noah, 3, Thomas, 6, and a kitten named 
Brubeck. Interrupted while she was painting walls, Metcalfe graciously invited visitors in to see the just 
completed bathroom, painted in Victory Purple; and the orangey-red master bedroom, where she built a 
platform bed that appears to be suspended from the ceiling with chains. 

Metcalfe is pleased that she can raise a family in Artspace. "I think you'll never improve a neighborhood that 
needs support unless you put your life there," she said. "And the Artspace neighbors are phenomenal. We're 
all a little wacky, a little zany, so I think this will be a hub of energy." 

Her sentiments are echoed by Gillespie, who said: "I think there will be a lot of synergy here, just as Tri
Main and Righteous Babe seem to do in their spaces." 

Artspace's arrival here follows successes in 20 other cities, including Minneapolis, where Artspace began 
when artists were being priced out of their neighborhoods. The Buffalo building, which is 86,000-square-feet, 
was opened in 1911 as home to the Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company and closed in the 1990s as home to 
printing and storage companies. 
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News i Artspace Open for Tours 
; by Gabe Armstrong 
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Breaking down 
barriers though 
Art." might 
come off, 
sounding like 
one of those 
lofty mission 
statements 
that is easily 
dismissed as 
pretentious 
banter. But in 
true, literal 
form, this 
loopy phrase 
will soon mean 
a lot on Buffalo 
Near East === 
Side. 

The Midtown neighborhood straddling Main Street between East Utica and 
Best Streets has been part of the long dividing line between the East and West 
Sides of the city. Lining this stretch of Main Street are a number of large, 
former industrial and warehouse buildings, most of which have sat in a near 
lifeless state for a generation or more. 

The nationally renowned, non-profit real estate developer Artspace, based in 
Minneapolis, in collaboration with Savarino Construction, has an impressive 
rehab underway for 1219 Main Street, the five-story historic Buffalo Electric 
Vehicle Company building, originally built in 1911. It will be transformed into 60 
units of affordable live/work housing for artists and their families. Thirty-six 
units will be in the actual building, while the rest will be in newly constructed 
units behind it. The units will be one-, two- and three-person occupancy, and 
rents will range from $236 to $769 per month. 

Along with the residential spaces, the front of the building along Main Street will 
have 10,000 square feet of commercial space. This_will be broken up into 
multiple storefronts to host businesses that sell goods and services relevant to 
the new artist community. 

What Artspace aims to create is a massive artist colony, featuring spacious loft 
apartment units along with plenty of communal space. All of this in a 
neighborhood that most people in region rush by at 40 miles per hour. 

Andrew Gammers, one of Artspace's project directors, hopes that the plentiful 
common areas will spur intense creative collaboration and artistic cross
pollination. He says that many Artspace buildings have helped to catalyze 
urban revitalization in their surrounding neighborhoods, as well as provide 
permanently affordable space for local residents. 
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This project has attracted much fanfare on the national stage and was featured 
as a part of HGTV's Restore America series. In the TV spot senator Hillary 
Rodham Clinton, who had a big part in securing federal funding for the project, 
summed up Arts pace's efforts in these words: "Honor the past, invest in the 
present and imagine and create in the future." Mayor Byron Brown 
enthusiastically called this a "win-win proposition." 

"The mission of Artspace Projects is to create, foster and preserve affordable 
space for artists and arts organizations," Gammers says. "As with our other 18 
completed projects, Artspace entered at the invitation of the community. In 
early 2004, the City of Buffalo asked Artspace to explore a project in Buffalo, 
and the positive impact of our first visit led to an ongoing pre-development 
scope of work and the final project." 

Perhaps the most interesting elements of this project lies not within the building 
· itself but behind it. Out in back of the property is a large space where 24 artist 
· units are being built in the form of architecturally contemporary four-plexes 
arranged along a series. of communal pathways and green spaces. There will 
be six of these buildings, all clad in gray brick. · 

Artspace's definition of "artist" is not limited to those who produce visual arts. 
According to Gammers, inhabitants practicing many creative occupations will fit · 
the bill in terms of the residency requirements needed to score one of these 
units. Painters, musiCians, dancers, digital designers and sculptors all fall 
under this inclusive umbrella. Prospective residents will be interviewed, 
focusing not on a subjective evaluation of an artist's work but on the perceived 
commitment to his or her craft. 

"The artist selection committee will determine whether an applicant can 
demonstrate an ongoing dedication to their art," Commers says. "While the 
artists in our buildings derive their income from varied occupations other than 
their art, they qualify themselves as an artist by demonstrating this dedication." 

There is also a 
set of income 
requirements 
for prospective 
tenants. These 
are all 
subsidized 
units geared 
toward artists 
who don't 
exactly make a · 
fortune. For 
example, an 
applicant 
trying to 

qualify for for a one-person unit can only earn up to .$20,400 per year-50 
percent of the area median income (AMI). · 

The scope of this project has the potential to eXtend far beyond the rehabbed 
industrial building and the new-build units in back. Many have sincere hopes 
that the Midtown neighborhood behind Artspace will undergo a renaissance 
once the project is complete and the neighborhood is full of budding artists. 
The mere prospect of this project has garnered ple.nty of attention to the 
neighborhood. It has been written and blogged about frequently over the last 
two years. 

Aesthetically, Midtown looks like ·the Elmwood Village's long-lost cousin; the 
arqhitecture is very similar. The streets are lined with substantial Victorian and 
Queen Anne style homes. However, instead of trendy boutiques, cafes and 
immaculately restored historic homes, Midtown, like much of the East Side, is 
marred by abandoned houses, vacant weedy lots and a general aura of decay 
and disrepair. 
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"Midtown is primed to beccime the new arts community in Buffalo," says Stevan 
Stipanovich, an urban planner who co-authored a master plan for the 
neighborhood. 

"Much like Allentown 30 to 40 years ago, Midtown has the attributes to become 
an artist village," he says. "It possesses inexpensive real estate, great 
connections to in-demand neighborhoods like Allentown, the Medical Campus 
and Elmwood Village, and is along the Metro Rail line.". 

Stipanovich cites the soon to be completed Buffalo Academy of Visual and 
Performing Arts as a key component in making Midtown a vibrant, arts-oriented 
neighborhood. 

"The ability to be creative with architecture and planning is due to the current 
conditions of the neighborhood," Stipanovich says. "Midtown is poised to go a 
few steps further in artist development than Allentown." 

Flanking Artspace directly to the south is Coe Place, a tiny, one-block lane 
most people barely notice while speeding down Main Street. This narrow street 
is lined with a collection of small, eclectic Queen Anne houses built around 
1890. Condition of these homes range from decaying to mid-rehab. 
Stipanovich sees Artspace and the rebirth of Coe Place as catalysts for making 

· Midtown a desirable neighborhood. 

"Artspace is already generating interest by people who never had any interest 
in investing on the East Side to invest in streets such as Coe Place and Ellicott 
Street,". he says. 

Currently Artspace has completed projects in cities such as Pittsburgh and 
Bridgeport, Connecticut. Buffalo is Artspace's first project site in New York. 
Gammers says Artspace is looking forward to continued work in the state, with 
development projects underway in East Harlem and Patchogue on Long Island. 

There will be an information session and tour for prospective tenants on April 
19, 5-7:30pm, at 1219 Main Street. The project will be completed later this 
spring and interviews for residency will begin then. For more information, visit 
artspacebuffalo.org. 
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Success in Pittsburgh 
puts Buffalo in picture 

Artist lnfts expected w tramfurmEastSide neighhurhood nearm£dical center 
BY MARK SOMMER 

NEWS STAFF REPORTER 

PITISBURGH, Pa. - Artists be
gan moving into the first artist lofts 
in this Rust Belt city 10 years ago. 

Today, Spinning Plate Artist Lofts, 
a three-story, art deco building 
wedged onto a pizza slice-shaped 
block 8 miles from downtown, is 
home to 37 painters, scu1ptors, ce
ramicists and photographers, plus a 
community gallery. 

The former Pontiac showroom 
has been praised for injecting vitali1y 
into a once distressed area, East lib
erty, that'S DOW springing: back to life. 

'1:'heyhave enlivened a section of 
the neighborhood that I would say 
was long dark," said Rob Stephany, 
director of commercial real estate de-

velopment for East Liberty Deve1op-
mentCorp. 

Artspace Projects- the nation's 
leading nonprofit developer of space 
for artists and arts organizations with 
20 live/Work loft projects, 10 outside 
of its native Minnesota - hopes to 
duplicate its suc:ce;s with Buffalo Art· 
ist Lofts. The $16.9 million project. at 
1219 Main St, is slated for completion 
by Savarino Companies on June l 

Expectations are high that the art
ist lofts will help transfonn the neigh
borhood on Buffalo's near East Side. 

The new Frank E. Merriweather 
Jr. IJ.'bnuy on Jefferson Avenue and 
Buffalo Academy for Performing and 
VlSllill Arts, now under construction, 
are each a mile away. The University 
at Buffulo medical campus is largely 
complete 

Jennifer Russo, an artist who is 
renovating a house on Coe Place 
ar01md the romer, is thrilled by the 
Artspace project and the develo~ 
ment occurring nearby. 

'"The fact that it's still affordable 
right now to live here, and a giant 
arts organization is going to move in 
right on the comer, was definitely a 
huge draw to move on the block," 
Rnsso said. 

Buffalo Artist Lofts, developed 
with local partner Belmont Shelters. 
will have 36 combined Jiving and 
work spaces in the cavernous former 
factory building, plus 24 new units in 
back. 

The five-story, 86,()()()-squa.re-foot 
building. which opened in l9ll man-

See Artists on PageA2 
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ufacturing electric vehicles and 
closed iD the 1990S as a home to 

I 
printing and storage compa· 
nies, has several similarities 
with Spinning Plate, also a for
n=ohowroom. 

Both are on the National 
Register of Historic PlaCeS and 
were selected to be the first low
income artist lofts in their cit
Ies. In Buffalo, sliding-scale 
rents will range from $2.16 to 
$786. 

Se\ual artists at Spinning 
Plate spoke in glowing tenns 
about the lofts. 

Photographer Mara Rago 
saiditallowOObertomakeends 
meet and still work as an artist 

Her studio apartment, with """""""""""'high-. open floor spare and large win-
dows, doubles as a photography 
studio. It can accommodate 
large backdrops set up to take -A seqWned l'lvis cardboard 
cutout, sporting a Pittsburgh 
bat, stands in the comer. 

"1 needed to have a big open 
space because of what I do,~ 
said Rago. •n's a blast [living 
here]. Whenever)'Dllbavealull 
in your ideas and creativity, 
there's always someone 
around." 

Raga oollaborated on a show 
with sculptor Richard Clarabel, 
who lives on a floor below. 

"'t's been really great to be in 
a space to have other people 
you can really relate to, and 
have much more of a sense of 
community,~ aarnbal said. 

living at Spinning Plate was 
a good fit, said Joanna Com
mandaros, an original tenant 
and part-time professor at the 
University of Pittsburgh. 

"'twas definitely a reprieve 
for me [when I found lt1 some
thing affordable and in a style 
that would allow me to do what 
I do, which is sculpture, • Com
mandaros said. 

Spinning Plate was the 

Adam.Groat,foremanfromAmerlcanllardwoodFloors, 
repla.cesasedionofDooringlnthenewArtspa.ceproject.. 

brainchild of IJnda Metropulos 
and Becky Burdick of Artists 
and Cities. 

When the nonprofit real es
tate finn began in 1994, artist
rich Pittsburgh bad no artist 
lofts. Artists and Cities became 
the lead developer for Spinning 
Plate, as wcll as the sole OOU
oper of two other artist lolbi of
fering studio space. ThC SPin
ning Plate building was pur
chased for $600.000, p:utofthe 
$5 million in financing secured 
to make the artist lofts a reality. 

The Artists and Cities philos
ophy is to set artist lofts in 
neighborhoods. rather than 
ronfining them to an arts dis-

"'"' "We did not want to be In a 
neigbbotbood tha1 had been re
vitalized already; we wanted to 
be in a neighborhood where 
there were many things that 
cxruld happen, bemuse we Cclt 
that artists really oould be a tre
mendous life forre, ~said Metro
pulos, Artists and Cities' execu
ti~ director. 

Spinning Plate, with its ter
razzo floors and decorative 
bric:kwork. is in the racinlly di-

verse district of East Liberty 
and near Friendship, both of 
which are on the rebound after 
falling on bard times following 
the damaging effects of Ulban 
renewal in the l960S. 

Some o! the homes are occu
pied by students attending 
nearby Carnegie Mellon Uni
\"Cr.iity and thn-e other rollege;. 

The Community Art Galleiy, 
on the first floor, has exhibits by 
resident artists and by the com
munity, sometimes at the same 
time. The space Is also used for 
performanel!S and meetings. 

Jeffrey Dorsey, executive di
rector of Friendship Develop
ment Associates, said the aver
age prtce of a house has risen 
from $60,000 to $160,000 in 
the 10 years since Spinning 
Plate mavcd in. 

During the same period, 
Starbucks, Wlwle Foods. Trader 
Jres and other stores run-e ar
rived. So bas gentrification, 
though it's la!'gcly confined -
for now - on the outskirts. 

Condominiums being built 
across the street from Spinning 
Plate are selling: for as much as 
$400,000, Stephany, the Real-

tor, said. 
Today, art and architocture 

are seen as boon for the city's 
rebirth. More younger people 
are moving into the city and 
buying affilrdahle homes. 

Janet Sarbaugb, director of 
arts and culture progrnms for 
the Heinz P.ndowments. which 
gave $650,000 toward the de
velopment of the three Arts and 
Cities lofts, said they're vital to 
communities. 

"People who provide creativ
ity deserve recognition, and 
some approprbte live and worll: 
space so they can thrive,• Sar
bangh said. "'tIs a huge benefit, 
both for the artists who liw and 
wolkthere, and for the oommu
nity they 1M and work in. 

That Is the expectation in 
Bu!fulo, where Eva Hassett. a
ecutire vice presidt>nt of Savari
no Companies, was instnlmen
tal in bringing .Artspace to Buf
falo as drlef of staff to former 
Mayvr Anthony M. Masiello. 
The project bas enjoyed com
munity support and bipartisan 
help from Sen. Hillaiy Rodlwn 
Clinton, Rep. Thomas M. Reyn
olds and former Gov. Gemge E. ....... 

When the lofts are complet
ed, they will intentionally lack 
fancy adornments. Most of the 
tall. wide-open rooms will fea· 
ture ~ concrete or origi
nal distressed v.'OOd floors from 
the main building. Kitchen and 
bathroom fadllties will be mini· 

""'-
Exceptions include nicely 

finished kitchen cabinets and 
slldiDg bedroom docns. 

'"Ib.ey will look unfini.shed 
or staik. or even industrial. but 
that's kind or the point,• said 
lead architect Matthew Meier 
of Hamilton Houston Lownie 

"""'-"17.aeb of these rooms are de-
liberately designed like mini· 
gaileries to ancr.v fleJlbility for 
the creative resident.~ 
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An urban development is 
renovating a space for Artspace 
Business First of Buffalo- June 29, 2007 
by James Fink 
Business First 

The beehive of activity surrounding the Artspace project in Buffalo only tells one side of 

what many consider an important urban development story. 

As construction crews busily transform a circa 1910 structure into Artspace's first-ever 

Buffalo home, others are working behind the scenes to fill the 60 lofts and 

accompanying studio or performance space -the driving force behind the $17 million 

project. 

Artspace is a symbol. 

The project marries a long-held local desire to nurture the city's creative arts with recent 

urban efforts to renovate older buildings, bringing them back to life while adding a key 

critical-mass component to Buffalo's mix. 

"Artspace is significant for what it is," said Eva Hassett, Savarino Cos. executive vice 

president. "But, it is also significant for where it is." 

Located in the former Brietweiser Printing Building- and one time home to the Buffalo 

Electric Vehicle Co. - at 1219 Main St., it serves as a bridge between the burgeoning 

Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus neighborhood, downtown Buffalo and the mid-Main 

Street area around Canisius College. 



"It is as important as an east-west bridge as it is as a north-south bridge," said Buffalo 

Mayor Byron Brown. 

The project has been in Buffalo's economic pipeline for slightly more than three years. It 

is the brainchild of the Minneapolis-based Artspace Projects Inc., which has developed a 

portfolio of 17 similar efforts around the county. 

"This isn't someone's vision," Brown said. "This project is very real. The scaffolding is 

up, the crews are working, progress is being made." 

Artspace's forte is to acquire an older and often-times vacant building and bring it back 

to life as a center where artists can rent both living and studio space. Artists pay rent on 

a graduating scale based on a number of factors, including size of their loft/studio, 

annual income and the region's median income level. 

Artspace projects are widely credited for anchoring revitalized urban neighborhoods. 

The building and its tenants give an area instant credibility and a heightened level of 

urban chic. 

Buffalo is its first in New York state and one of 13 it has in various stages of 

development. Other projects are underway in New York City, Washington, Seattle, 

Monterey and Seattle. 

That is the case in Artspace's hometown of Minneapolis, as well as in other cities like 

Bridgeport, Conn. 

"We found that when we are willing to anchor a neighborhood, others do follow," said 

Roy Close, Artspace director of resource development. 

St. Paul, Minn., officials credit Artspace for being the lead urban development agent that 

transformed its "Lower Town" district into a hip neighborhood. Artspace developed 117 

units in two different buildings. 

It was that track record that caught the eye oflocal officials. 



In Buffalo, the Artspace is just across the street from a rebuilt - and very busy - Delta 

Sonic car wash. It sits next door to a post office and just a few blocks from the northern 

edge of Allentown. 

The Artspace project began during a meeting between Sen. Hillary Rodharn Clinton and 

then-Mayor Anthony Masiello. Clinton suggested Buffalo follow the route of other cities 

and offer incentives to artists if they were willing to live and transform older buildings 

into new cultural centers. 

Masiello, during a due diligence period, heard about Artspace. 

Clinton followed her suggestion with a federal allocation to get the multi-million-dollar 

project going. From there, Artspace took on its own life in Buffalo City Hall. 

"It not only took an empty building and brought it back to life, it saved a historic one," 

Brown said. "This is an example of getting it right." 

The Brietweiser Building- also called the Sarabeth Building- will house 36 

lofts/ studios. A series of four rear buildings is also under construction that will house 

another 24 units. 

Hassett, whose company is serving as the general contractor for the project, estimates 

that the first tenants should be able to move into the Brietweiser Building by early July. 

The rear studio space will welcome its tenants in August. 

Jean Kramer-Johnson, Artspace asset manager, said her organization has been 

pleasantly surprised with the response to the Buffalo project. 

Having hosted two open houses in early May, both run by one of Artspace's local 

partners, Belmont Shelter Corp., Artspace has a list of at least 150 potential 

artists/tenants that want to move into the building. 

The applicants are being vetted, with an eye on not only their finances but their artwork. 



Kramer-Johnson said that is common practice in the Artspace network. 

"It's a very strong showing," Close said. "Anytime you get more than double the 

response for the space you have, it is a good thing." 

Which begs the question: WouldArtspace be willing to do a second Buffalo project? 

That remains an open question on its end. 

"Personally, I'd love to see a second Artspace building," Brown said. 

He is not alone. 

"If there is enough demand, I think it would work," Hassett said. 

Hassett said Artspace is a success for another reason -- it cements Buffalo's place as a 

cultural stronghold. American Style magazine recently named Buffalo one of the most 

culture-friendly cities in the country. 

Artspace may be another tangible signal that Buffalo has embraced its cultural arts 

community. 

"The arts are a big part of what makes you authentic," Hassett said. 

All contents of this site ©American City Business Journals Inc. All rights reserved. 
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opening reception 

5/2/08 
6:30-9:30 PM 

location 

ARTSPACE BUFFALO 
1219 MAIN ST. 
BUFFALO, NY 
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Exhibition on view from May 2, 2008- Saturday, June 14, 2008. 

Artspace Buffalo Gallery open Saturdays from 12:00 - 5:00 PM 

during exhibitions, and by appointment Wednesday-Friday from 

10:00 AM - 6:00PM. Please call716-803-6205 or e-mail 

info@artspacebuffalo.net to schedule a visit. 
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~~ ARTSPA(E Buffalo Artists Residence & Gallery 

•GALLERY INFO 

•CURRENT EXHIBITION 

•UPCOMING EVENTS 

•PAST EXHIBITIONS 

•NEWS 

http://www.artspacebuffalo.org/upcoming.html 

Life Inspirations & Rituals of the Diaspora 
Saturday, October 18, 2008 

5 pm through 9 pm + after party 

An Evening of Visual and Performance Art Exploring the C ulture of\ est frica , 

Jamaica, Puerto Rico, and Trinidad. 

Event to offer art, dance, \ e t African and Caribbean cui ine a nd live music b) 

Paul Ferrette's Caribbean Extravaganza from Trinidad. 

Artspace 13u1Talo Gallel') is pleased to announce Life Inspirations & Rituals ofthe 
Diaspora. This is a special evening of visual and perfom1ance art. exploring the culture of 
West Africa. Jamaica. Puerto Rico. and Trinidad. The e\ening \\ill be enhanced b) West 
African and Caribbean cuisine. and live music b) Paul Ferreue's Caribbean F\!Ia\ aganza 
from Trinidad. 

Life Inspirations & Rituals of the Diaspora \\ ill be held on aturda), October 18th from 

Page 1 of 2 
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12/12/08 5:11PM 

5-9 pm at Artspace Buffalo Gallery. The dance showcase will begin at 5:45 pm, with 

dinner to follow at 6:45 pm. Paul Ferrette's Caribbean Extravaganza will begin 

performing live Caribbean music at 8:15pm. Musical entertainment will continue during 

an after party starting at 9:00 pm featuring Papa DJ Trini. There will be an admission 

charge of $10 for adults and $5 for children, with children under 4 admitted free of 

charge. Admission includes a free raffle ticket for a Life lnspirations-themed gift basket. 

Shedding light on the diversity, beauty and richness of West Africa and the Caribbean 

Islands, Life Inspirations and Rituals of the Diaspora will take you on a journey of love, 

life, spirituality and unity via art and dance. This exhibit will showcase the diverse talents 
of Buffalo artists and selected Artspace residents, seeking to create opportunities for 

exposure, networking and future collaborations. 

The featured visual artist for this event is Youssoupha Lo, born and raised in Senegal, 

West Africa known for his oil paintings on glass. Dance performances will include the 

Funga (a traditional dance from Nigeria, West Africa, intended to welcome people to the 

village), the Rumba de Columbia with percussionist Francisco Quinones (a traditional 

Puerto Rican rhythm played to an Afro-Caribbean-inspired folk dance) and the Run (a 

dance inspired by the annual Trinidad Carnival- a celebration of life, color and positive 

energy which takes place on the eve of Ash Wednesday). 

Participating artists include: Amanda Beale, Edwin Brown, Shondra Cabrera, George 

Clees, James Cooper, Janice Davis, Adrian Guadalupe, Brian Kavanaugh, 

Youssoupha Lo, Erika · "Aminata" Mitchell, Paul Ferrette's Caribbean 

Extravaganza, Francisco Quinones, Altamese Steadman, Papa DJ Trini, Sandy 

White, The Dance Camp (directed by Karen Camp) and many more. 

For additional information, please contact Erika L. Mitchell, Event Organizer, by phone 

(716-881-4606) or e-mail (createbyarni@gmail.com). 

About Erika L. Mitchell: A resident of Artspace Buffalo, Erika L. Mitchell has been 

studying and perfonning traditional West African dance since 1993 with Xalat and Le 

Ballet Touba N'Dam Fa! professional dance companies under the direction of Robin 

Monique. She has studied under and worked with master dancers from Senegal, West 

Africa, including Landing Diatta, Youssoupha Lo, M'Baye and Raymond Sylla, to name a 

few. Erika also perfonned with Janet Reed while attending Buffalo State College and 

continued with Janet Reed and her professional dance company for three years. Erika's 

dance credits include performances at Melody Fair, the Blue Heron Festival, the Elmwood 
Festival of the Arts, the Artvoice Street Festival, the Buffalo & Toronto Caribana 

Caribbean Festivals, Shea's Buffalo, the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Rockwell Hall and 

the Juneteenth Festival. Erika has been an artist-in-residence with the Buffalo Board of 

Education for two years. Currently, she is teaching adult and children's dance at Artspace 

while choreographing works for new performances. 
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